Citation: CHEN, H., GONG, Y. and HONG, X., 2014. A new adaptive multiple modelling approach for non-linear and non-stationary systems. International Journal of Systems Science, 47 (9), pp. 2100-2110. This simple modeling paradigm comprises K candidate sub-models which are all linear. With data available in an online fashion, the performance of all candidate sub-models are monitored based on the most recent data window, and M best sub-models are selected from the K candidates. The weight coefficients of the selected sub-model are adapted via the recursive least square (RLS) algorithm, while the coefficients of the un-selected sub-models remain unchanged. These M model predictions are then optimally combined to produce the multi-model output. We propose to minimize the mean square error based on a recent data window, and apply the sum to one constraint to the combination parameters, leading to a close form solution so that maximal computational efficiency can be achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many systems exhibit both non-linear and non-stationarity properties. In order to capture the non-linear properties of a system from data, model representations using non-linear basis functions are often used. A typical example is the popular radial basis function (RBF) neural network. With a cluster of non-linear "kernels" (or nodes) imposed on the input data, the RBF network can approximate any continuous function to an arbitrary degree of accuracy [1] .
On the other hand, the non-stationarity refers to the fact the a system is slowly changing in real time operations.
On-line modeling which keeps updating with the incoming data is of great importance for non-stationary systems.
For a linear system, a common approach is to use adaptive algorithms such as the least mean square (LMS) and the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithms to track the temporal variation of the systems [2] , [3] . By constantly updating the output layer weights, the RLS and LMS are directly applicable to a RBF model due to its linear-inthe-parameters structure.
In many applications with strong non-stationarity, the weight adaptation alone may be insufficient and often the structure of the RBF network should also be updated on-line. This can be seen in the well-known resource allocating network (RAN) [4] , where the network model starts from empty and grows with the input data based on the nearest neighbour method. Many improvements have been proposed since then, where a typical example is the GAP-RBF algorithm in which the model size can both grow and prune with the input data [5] .
Alternatively, following the well-known fact that a non-linear curve can be approximated with piecewise linear functions, non-linear modeling can also be realized with multiple linear models. The early work of this kind includes Tong's threshold autoregressive (TAR) model for non-linear time series analysis, in which the overall non-linear time series is split into several "regimes" and one or more linear models are then chosen from a group of pre-set linear AR models for each of the regimes [6] , [7] . There are generally two kinds of switching rules to determine the linear models for each regime. In the first kind, the switching indicator is observed based on the input data.
For example, in the self-exciting threshold autoregressive (SETAR) model, the modeling switches among different pre-set AR models according to the current input [6] . On the other hand, the switching indicator may also be hidden such that it does not depend on the input data. This can be seen in the exponential AR (EAR) model in which the switching indicator is a sequence of independently and identically distributed random variables which form a hidden finite state Markov chain [7] . 3 The TAR modeling approach provides an attractive way of modeling non-linear systems due to the associated low complexity since only piecewise linear models are involved. The data driven model based adaptive control [?] is closely related to the modeling of nonlinear time series. Using multiple piecewise linear models leads to the successful gain scheduling technique where a bank of linear controllers are used to control a nonlinear system.
In the similar spirit, the operating point dependent locally linear model representation has been introduced that lends to use of linear control methods with provable convergence [?] . Switching based multiple linear models and control have been well researched with provable convergence. Two kinds of switching schemes have been proposed for multiple models: In the first class, called direct switching [8] - [12] , the switching rule is based on the output of the system which was predetermined. In the second class, known as indirect switching schemes [13] - [15] , the switching activities depend upon the multiple models at every instant and were found to be more attractive than the direct switching for practical applications [16] , [17] . The candidate multiple models using fixed models [18] , [19] or combinations of fixed and adaptive models [20] , [21] were well studied. Currently, switching mechanism with neural networks sub-models was proposed to improve the accuracy of nonlinear systems estimation [22] .
However, the performance of all these switching based approaches well depends on the pre-set candidate models and switching rules which require substantial a-priori knowledge of the systems. This makes it inflexible in highly non-stationary systems where the "a-priori knowledge" may keep changing over time. The switching model also has difficulty in handling systems containing heavily continuous non-linear portions [23] .
The aforementioned switching based modeling approaches select a single candidate model at every instant.
Clearly better modeling performance can be achieved with an optimally combined candidate models. In machine learning community, there are consideridable researches concerning producing superior modeling performance via a bank of weak/base learners. Representatives ensemble learning are classification and regression trees (CART), multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS), mixture of experts (MoE) etc [24] - [27] . Cherkassky et al. [28] , [29] proposed to partition available training data into several subsets and to estimate the corresponding models based on the double application of support vector machine (SVM) approach for multiple model regression estimation and classification (MME and MMC). Other techniques based on the concept of data resampling include bagging and boosting have also attract attentions primarily in pattern recognition tasks [30] - [32] . However most of the approaches the superior performance come with the associated high computational costs, so they are not practical to be applied as online learning algorithms for nonstationary systems, in particular real time signal processing and adaptive control applications.
In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive multiple modeling approach. The proposed approach has a two-level structure. The lower level is composed of a bank of K linear candidate sub-models which can track the system output by updating the associated parameters independently. The higher level uses a linear combinator to combine a subset of the M best sub-models which are selected from the K candidate sub-models based on the recent modeling performance. At each time step, the parameters of the selected linear sub-models are updated using the recursive-least-square (RLS) algorithms at the lower level; the linear combining coefficients are obtained at higher level by minimizing the norm of recent modeling errors of the combined model, subject to the constraint that combining coefficients sum to one. The proposed combinator scheme is advantageous since it leads to a closed form solution for maximum computational efficiency. Additionally the modeling performance of the higher level is monitored in comparison with the best sub-linear model, and the better model prediction is selected as the final model output.
The proposed multiple modeling approach retains the low-complexity advantage of the traditional multiple TAR models [6] , [7] as all sub-models are linear, making it particularly suitable for on-line applications. On the other hand, the proposed approach does not depend on the a-priori information of the systems, because the candidate sub-models keep adapting with the new input data. Moreover, the proposed approach can also well handle the heavily continuous non-linearity with M sub-models being optimally combined to give the multiple modeling output. Simulations show that the proposed adaptive multiple modeling approach not only has significantly superior performance to the linear adaptive approaches, but also outperforms on-line RBF approaches such as the RAN [4] and GAP-RBF algorithms [5] . It provides a fast yet accurate way for real time non-linear and non-stationary system modeling.
II. ADAPTIVE MULTIPLE LINEAR MODELING
A discrete time non-linear system can be represented by an NARX model as:
where F t is the model function representing the input/ouput relationship at time t,
is the model input vector with dimension of n = n y + n u , u(t) and y(t) are the system input and output at time t respectively, n y and n u are the input and output lags respectively, and ξ(t) is the uncorrelated observation noise with mean zero and variance σ 2 . The object of the on-line modeling is, given the observation data set {x(t), y(t)} N t=1 , to construct an estimator to approximate the underlying dynamic F t (.) at every sampling time t.
In this paper, an adaptive multiple linear model is described to estimate the non-linear system on-line. We assume without losing generality that there are K candidate sub-models which are all linear. At time t, the output of the kth sub-model is given byŷ
where
T which is the input vector plus a DC offset 1.
The performance for every of the K candidate sub-models is constantly monitored for every input data. In order to avoid the random disturbance from a single input, the performance is measured based on the last p inputs. To be specific, at every time step, the performance index for the k-th sub-model is calculated as
T , and e (k) (t) is the the modeling error of the k-th sub-model at time t which is given by
At every time t, a fixed number of M (M ≤ K) sub-models with the smallest J k (t) are selected from the K candidates. We assume without losing generality that the j-th selected sub-model is the k j -th candidate sub-model,
As is shown in Fig. 1 -(a), the multi-modeling output is the weighted summation of the M selected sub-models which is given bŷ
where ω (j) (t) is the combining coefficient for the j-th selected sub-model.
We propose that the combining coefficients are constrained as ∑ M j=1 ω (j) (t) = 1. Thus the optimum combining coefficients at time t minimize the least squares cost function as
We point out that the cost function V (t) is minimized with respect to the current combining vector ω (j) (t) only.
III. MULTIPLE MODEL OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we present how the proposed multiple linear modeling is optimized on line. In Section III-A, the RLS algorithm is applied as the algorithm for updating M sub-models selected at each time step; In Section III-B,
we derive the analytical formula for optimal combining coefficients, and then propose to use the combined output in competition with the best sub-model output in order to achieve best available modeling performance. Finally in Section III-C, the important aspect about the sub-model initialization is discussed.
A. Sub-model adaptation
The coefficients for each of the selected sub-models are adapted with the RLS algorithm based on the corresponding error signal e (j) (t) respectively, as is shown in Fig. 1-(a) . To be specific, the coefficient for the j-th selected sub-model θ (j) (t) are adapted as
where 0.9 < λ ≤ 1 is the forgetting factor, P (j) (t) is the covariance matrix of the j-th sub-model which is often initialized as P (j) (0) = δI, δ is a large constant and I is the identity matrix with appropriate dimension.
For the unselected candidate sub-models, the performance is constantly monitored but the coefficients remained unchanged. Thus the computation complexity is kept at a low level since only the selected sub-models are adapted with time. More importantly, this also makes the overall candidate sub-models have good data coverage. Since an unselected sub-model remains unchanged, it fits into some "previous" data rather than the current input. This makes sure that, if the data falls back into the old range, this unselected sub-model will be activated again. As a result, each sub-model only takes care of one part of the overall data range, which is actually the basic point in applying the multiple model.
B. Fast determining combining coefficients
When the M best sub-models are selected, they are weightily combined to produce the multi-modeling output.
The optimum combining coefficients are obtained by minimizing the cost function in (6) . Because of the constraint ∑ M j=1 ω (j) (t) = 1, (6) can be expressed as:
T which is the combining vector, and C(t) is the error covariance matrix which is given by
The Lagrange function for the constrained minimization problem in (6) is thus given by
where γ > 0 is Lagrange multiplier, and
This suggests that the optimum combining vector is obtained
divided by its own sum ∑ M j=1 ω (j) (t). It is clear the resultant vector satisfies the constraint ∑ M j=1 ω (j) (t) = 1. We particularly highlight that this multiple model output may not always be better (though it often is) than that from a single sub-model. This is because we only let ∑ M j=1 ω (j) (t) = 1 without any positive constraint on individual combining coefficients. While this has the advantage of leading to the closed-form solution of the combining vector as in (12), it may yield some negative w (j) (t) which corresponds to "negative" contribution to the multi-modeling.
Therefore, as is shown in Fig. 1-(b) , it is necessary to compare the output for the multi-model and those for every individual sub-models, and choose best one as the final output. Specifically, the final modeling output is given by
whereŷ (kq) (t) is the output of the k q -th sub-model which has the smallest residual error. Thus the final modeling error is given as
C. Sub-model initialization
The performance of the multi-model system well depends on the coverage of the candidate sub-models. Ideally the candidate sub-models should seamlessly and evenly cover the overall dynamic range of the input data, so that different sub-models are selected for different input range. This requires careful initialization of the candidate sub-models. If, for example, the coefficients of all candidate sub-models are simply initialized to zero as in many adaptive filters, the initially selected sub-models will have the same coefficient vector as they follow the same RLS adaptation. Moreover, the unselected sub-models will have no chance to be selected at any later time because they have zero output. Then the multi-model system reduces to a single linear model. On the other hand, if the coefficients of the sub-models are randomly initialized, it is also highly possible that some candidate sub-models are not selected at any time. As a result, some dynamic range of the input data may not be well covered, leading to significant performance degradation.
In practice, even if the overall dynamic range of the input data is known, it is still not straightforward to initialize the coefficients so that each sub-model covers one part of the overall dynamic range. In many applications, moreover, the input dynamic range is often neither a priori known nor easily obtained. An adaptive initialization scheme is thus described below.
At first, we only let the coefficients of the first candidate sub-model be trained by the RLS algorithm. After the coefficients converge which is usually within several iterations for the RLS algorithms, the first sub-model roughly covers the input dynamic range. The other candidate sub-models can then be randomly initialized around the pre-trained sub-model. Because the poles and zeros of the transfer function describe the intrinsic properties of a dynamic system [33] , the initialization of other sub-models are through poles and zeros of their transfer functions, rather than directly from the coefficients.
As is shown in (2), the sub-model input includes both data and a constant DC offset 1. After removing the DC offset, the pulse transfer function of the k-th sub-model is given by
where z is the shift operator, P With these observation, we have the following initialization procedure:
1) At the beginning, train the first candidate sub-model withN numbers of data using the RLS algorithm.
2) Obtain the the poles P 
1 .
3) The l-th and m-th pole and zero of the k-th (k ̸ = 1) sub-model are randomly initialized as
respectively, where N (a, b) represents one random realization of the Gaussian process with mean a and standard-deviation of b.
4) The DC coefficient of the k-th (k ̸ = 1) sub-model is randomly initialized as
5) From (16) and (17), we can easily set the initial weight coefficients for all candidate sub-models.
The aforementioned initialization process requires little a priori information of the input data, and can automatically initialize the candidate sub-models with good data coverage.
D. The algorithm summary
The flow-chart of the proposed adaptive multi-model algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . In general, it consists of two phases: initialization phase and on-line learning phase.
In the initialization phase, only the first sub-model is trained by the RLS algorithm. After the training, other (K − 1) sub-models are randomly initialized around the pre-trained sub-model. Extensive simulations show that more than 5 training samples are necessary to pre-train the first sub-model.
In the learning phase, for every new input data, the performance of all candidate sub-models are monitored.
The best M sub-models are selected and weightily combined to give the multi-modeling output. Only the weight coefficients of the selected sub-models are adapted with the RLS and those for unselected sub-models remain unchanged. Finally, the output of the multi-model and the best of the candidate sub-models are compared, and whichever the better result is used as the final model prediction.
It is clear that the proposed model has a two level structure, each of them being essentially linear. The motivation is to enable the applicability for the efficient linear learning algorithm to nonlinear and nonstationary systems, which can be locally linearly approximated. In the proposed algorithm, the parameters M ,K and p are predetermined.
Particularly p represents the length of the recent data window for evaluating the modeling performance in selecting sub-models, as well as computing combining coefficients. For nonstationary systems, the system dynamics are changeable therefore old data should be forgotten so the model parameters can be adaptive to the current data.
However a sufficient large p is also needed in order to make the parameter variance as small as possible. We use K candidate linear models in order to cope with nonlinear systems, since this provides modeling capability if these linear models are significantly diverse. The strategy of selecting M out of K sub-models is useful for maintaining the diversity of these candidate linear models, hence the nonlinear approximation capability of the proposed approach.
IV. SIMULATION
In this section, computer simulations are given to compare the proposed adaptive multi-model algorithm with some typical on-line modeling approaches including the linear RLS algorithm [34] , and the non-linear RBF based RAN [4] and GAP-RBF [5] algorithms, where both the RAN and GAP-RBF apply Gaussian nodes.
For the proposed multi-model approach, the number of total candidate sub-models is set as K = 10, at every time step the number of selected sub-models M is set as either 3 or 5, the number of data input used to pre-train the first sub-model is set asN = 50 , and the number of recent errors in the least function cost function (6) is set as p = 3. For all other on-line approaches in the simulation, the parameters are carefully chosen based trial-and-error to achieve the best possible performance.
In this section, the algorithms are compared in the application of on-line time series prediction. To be specific, the T -step ahead prediction is to use the past four samples
to estimate the future sample y(t + T ). The prediction performance is measured by the root mean square error (RMSE). At time t, the RMSE is defined as
Two benchmark chaotic time series are considered: Mackey-Glass and Lorenz time series. In order to fully verify the proposed approach, both stationary and non-stationary cases are considered. In the stationary case, the parameters controlling the chaotic time series behavior are fixed. While in the non-stationary case, these controlling parameters are changing either abruptly (piecewise function) or continuously. An additive white Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance σ 2 is used in the data to further validate the robustness and stability of the proposed method.
The simulations are carried out by the MATLAB 7.14 (R2012a) running on an Intel Core i7 2600K, 4.3 GHz processor.
A. Mackey-Glass time series
The Mackey-Glass time series is generated from the differential delay equation as
where a, b and c are controlling parameters, and especially when c ≥ 17 the equation shows typical chaotic behavior.
In this simulation, 5000 samples are generated by the 4th order Runge-Kutta method with the step size of 1, and the last 3000 samples are used for the prediction. The forward prediction step is set as T = 60.
1) Mackey-Glass time series with fixed parameters:
First, we let a = 0.2, b = 0.1 and c = 30. Table I and Fig. 3 compare the final prediction performance and RMSE learning curves for different approaches respectively.
In Table I , the values with brackets are the results in noise environment with noise variance as σ 2 = 0.01. The time consumption for learning without noise is also shown in Table I 1 . It is clear that the linear RLS has the worst performance because a single linear model can not model the non-linear system. The RAN and GAP-RBF have comparable performance, while the GAP-RBF has far fewer number of nodes than the RAN. This is because the GAP-RBF can prune the model size and the RAN can not. It is observed that, when the noise is present, the model size for both the RAN and GAP-RBF approaches increase significantly. In contrast, the proposed approach with the same model size has similar performance and thus it is robust against the noise. In general, the proposed algorithm with only 3 or 5 selected linear models not only has better performance than both the linear and nonlinear approaches, but also is very fast with the time consumption comparable to that of the linear RLS. In fact,
as is also shown in other simulations, the time consumption for the proposed approach with M selected nodes is approximated M times of that for the linear RLS algorithm.
2) Mackey-Glass time series with piecewise function:
In this simulation, the above Mackey-Glass time series are weighted by the piecewise function as
y 1 (t) is used for the time series prediction. As is shown in Fig. 4, y 1 (t) is clearly non-stationary as it has different dynamic range at different time intervals. Table II where it is clearly shown that the proposed algorithm well predicts this non-stationary time series on-line.
B. Lorenz time series
The Lorenz chaotic time series prediction is another widely used benchmark application [35] . As a three dimensional and highly non-linear system, the Lorenz system is governed by three differential equations as
where a, b and c are parameters that control the behavior of the Lorenz system. In the simulations, the 4th order Runge-Kutta approach with the step size of 0.01 is used to generate the Lorenz samples, and only the Y -dimension samples, y(t), are used for the time series prediction. For the 5000 data samples generated for y(t), the last 14 prediction step is set as T = 50.
1) Lorenz time series with fixed parameters:
We first consider the Lorenz time series with fixed parameters as a = 10, b = 8/3 and c = 28. The trajectory of this Lorenz system is shown in Fig. 5 . Table III and Fig. 6 compare the final prediction performance and the RMSE learning curves for different approaches respectively. In Table III 
and y 2 (t) is used for the time series prediction. Fig. 7 shows the on-line prediction performance of the proposed approach with 3 selected sub-models. It is shown that y 2 (t) is even more non-stationary than the time series in Fig. 4 , where the dynamic range of y 2 (t) goes from around [-20,20] initially to about [-2000,2000] in the end. The proposed approach clearly well tracks this highly non-stationary Lorenz time series.
Table IV compare the final prediction performance for different approaches. It is clearly shown that the proposed multiple model has significantly better performance than the others. In fact, the multiple model is not only effectively the only approach here that can well track this highly non-stationary Lorenz time series, but also requires little time consumption.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a simple and effective approach aimed at the modeling of non-linear and non-stationary systems using multiple linear models. Each of the linear sub-models is able to track the system output independently. At each time and based on modeling performance over a short period, we select a subset of linear models, whose parameters are adapted using the RLS. Their outputs are fused using a set of linear combining coefficients. We propose the sum to one constraint and minimize the mean square errors over the recent data window 15 in order to achieve a closed form solution for the combining coefficients. Since the multiple model output cannot be guaranteed to be better than that of the sub-linear models, the final model prediction is chosen from either the resultant multiple model or the best sub-model, whichever is the better. Numerical examples have been used to verify the proposed novel approach in comparison with the RLS and a number of nonlinear modeling methods.
Because the proposed modeling algorithm is extremely fast without any compromise on modeling performance, it can be potentially utilized in many real time signal processing and adaptive control applications with nonlinear and non-stationary properties. 
